Even the most beautifully-crafted dining room chairs aren’t
complete without a striking centerpiece table to gather around.
Perfect your space with a custom, hand-finished dining table.
SHOWN ABOVE: CENTRE DINING TABLE
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Chaddock Seated

C H A D D O C K H O M E .CO M

CUSTOM DINING CHAIR PROGRAM

The most memorable
meals are made to order.
Chaddock Seated was inspired by our talented design
partners’ request for a premium dining chair program
that customizes easily and ships quickly. Scaled for
optimal comfort and striking form, the timeless designs
are available in a choice of four back styles and two
leg options. Seated also delivers something other quick
ship dining chair programs don’t: high-quality, cornerblocked maple frames carefully crafted, finished and
upholstered in a legendary North Carolina workroom.

Build your ideal dining space,
starting with our timeless
chair designs.

Beautiful bespoke seating.
In five easy steps.

1

3

Choose your chair style.

NO ARMS

Choose your back style.

SOPHIE

ARMS

RILEY

Z-1893-26-TR1
(side, saber leg)

Z-1894-26-TR1
(side, tapered leg)

Z-1893-26-TR2
(side, saber leg)

Z-1894-26-TR2
(side, tapered leg)

Z-1893-27-TR1
(arm, saber leg)

Z-1894-27-TR1
(arm, tapered leg)

Z-1893-27-TR2
(arm, saber leg)

Z-1894-27-TR2
(arm, tapered leg)

AUBREY

2

Choose your leg style.

TAPERED

SABER

4

AVA

Z-1893-26-TR3
(side, saber leg)

Z-1894-26-TR3
(side, tapered leg)

Z-1893-26-TR4
(side, saber leg)

Z-1894-26-TR4
(side, tapered leg)

Z-1893-27-TR3
(arm, saber leg)

Z-1894-27-TR3
(arm, tapered leg)

Z-1893-27-TR4
(arm, saber leg)

Z-1894-27-TR4
(arm, tapered leg)

Choose your fabric.
Visit our website to view the range of over 250 Quick Ship fabrics
or contact our workroom if you would like to supply your own.

5

Specify your finish.
See our finish samples on our website to choose from a range of more than
70 artisanal finishes—or contact our workroom to discuss any custom finishes
you may have in mind.
THEN, SELECT SHEEN LEVEL

AND DISTRESS LEVEL

Low • Medium • High

None • Minimal chain distress
Light distress • Medium distress • Heavy distress

